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at  the  end  of last year,  I  desißned  an  inQuiry  about  the 
present  state of linguistic  typology  in the  form  of  a  Question-
naire.  It was  an  attempt  to  cover  the  whole  field  by  formulat-
ing  the  Questions  which  seemed  most  relevant  to  it. This 
Questionnaire is reproduced,  without modifications,  following 
this preface.  In the first  days  of  this year,  it was  sent  to 
33  linguists who  I  know  are  working  in the  field.  The  purpose 
was  to  form,  on  the  basis  of  responses  received,  a  picture  of 
convergences  and  divergences  alliong  trends  of  present-day  lin~ 
guistic  typology.  The  ~dea was  also  to  get  an  objective  basis 
for  my  report  on  !lThe  present  state of linguistic  typology", 
to  be  delivered  at  the  XIII.  International  Congress  of Lin-
r,uistics  at  TOkyo,  1982. 
The  echo  to  this  enterprise  was  somewhat  less  than over-
whelming,  as  far  as  the  number  of  responses  is eoneerned. 
t.ost  of  the  addressees  did  not  answer  at all;  some  exeused 
themselves.  Those  who  did  answer  at least  some  of  the  Ques-
tions  had  no  objections to  their answers  being  published  in 
some  such  form  as  the  present  one.  One  of  the  contributors 
(a  friend  of  mine)  may  not  have  meant  his  answers  Quite  seri-
ously;  I  nevertheless publish  them here,  being  sure  that he 
will  defend  them if neeessary.  I  thank  hirn,  as  well  as all 
the  others,  for  their cooperation. 
I  had  to  do  some  minor  editing  beeause  some  of  the  an-
swers  were  not  cast  in the  framework  of  the  Questionnaire 
but  eouehed  in the  form  of  a  letter.  Sinee  partial answers 
espeeially bibliop'raphic  indications,  had  been  eneouraged 
(rather  than no  answer  at all),  I  see  no  reason  why  they 
sho~ld be  suppressed  in this publication. 
Un  reeeiving  the  answers,  I  was  struck  by  the diversity 
of  approaehes  and  viewpoints  represented  in the field.  The 
only  Question .whose  answers  showed  some  significant  eonver-
genee  was  no.4:  at  present  noone  appears  to  seriously believe 
in the  possibility of  a  finite  number  of holistie language 
types.  However,  exactly this i8  the  crucial point.  If the  an-6 
swer  to  this  question  coulj  be  positive  or at least more  op-
timistic,  typolopists would  share  a  basis  on  which  it would 
be  pos~ible to  formulate  a  common  ultimate  goal  for  typolo~ 
~ical activities.  Failing this,  much  that  is going  on  within 
comparative lingustics,  including universals  research,  figures 
under  the  catch-word  'typology',  but  is quite  heterogeneous 
as  to  objective,  theory,  method  and  empirical  scope.  A  super-
ficial look at  the  history of  the  field  shows  that  this has 
not  ~lways been  so.  Traditional European  typology  was  the 
search for  bolistic  language  types.  In  the United  States,  this 
hcts  really  never  been  tried  seriously.  With  the  advent  of  uni-
versalistics,  mainly  through  Greenberg  1963,  American linguists 
began  to  use  the  term  'linguistic  typology'  as  essentially  syn-
onymous  with  'ltnguistic universals  research!.  They  were  led  to 
this  by  Greenberg  1963  itself, which,  under  the  heading  'uni-
versals  of  gramffiar',  obviously  establishes  word  order  types. 
Greenberg,  in his  turn,  wuS  largely  relying  on  R.  Jakobson, 
who  also  does  not  make  a  clear-cut distinction between univers-
alistics and  typology.  Since  traditional European  typology  is 
by  now  fairly  extinct,  this  terminology  (or  conception?)  easi-
ly made  its way  into European linguistics,  as  evidenced  by 
various  of  the  present  contributions. 
It is  my  hope  that  this  collect10n of  statements will  make 
clear  to  the  rectder  what  a  variety  of  opinions  can  be  held  on 
issues which  he  might  have  thoui/ht  to  be  strairhtforward.  and 
that it will provoke  SOGle  clarifying discussion.  The  reader is 
invited  to  answer  the  questions  for  himself  or  to  send  rne  his 
answers  if he  so  chooses;  I  would  certainly be  grateful for it. 
Cologne,  24.6.82  Christian Lehmann 7 
Q U E  S  T  ION N AIR E 
Cross-references  between questions  are  meant  to  insure 
that your  answers  are mutually  consistent.  All  questions 
except  5,  19  in part,  and  20ff,  are  intended  as  theoretical 
questions;  i.e.  they  ask not  so  much  what  is currently happen-
ing  in lin[uistic  typology,  but  which  provisions linsuistic 
theory  should  make,  on  the  basis  of available  evidence. 
1.  ·'ir'hat  is  a  language  universal? 
2.  What  are  the  tasks  and  methods  of linguistic  typology? 
3.  What  is  the  difference  between linguistic  typology  and 
and  universals  research?  (~ 1,11a) 
4.  A holistic language  type  comprises  all linguistic levels 
from  semantics  to  phonology.  Is there  (the  possibility of) 
a  finite set  of  holistic  language  types? 
5.  If 4  = yes:  ·What  empirical  evidence  is there  for  a  finite 
number  of holistic types? 
6.  If 4  = no:  Is there  (the  possibility of)  a  finite set of 
::Ilorphosyntactic  (grammatical)  types? 
7.  If 4  =  no  and  6  =  yes:  How  are  semantics  and  phonology 
connected  with  such ffiorphosyntactic  types?  (~12,  13) 
8.-10.  If 4  or  6  = yes: 
8.  AS  to  the  substance,  the  constitutive  element  of  a  lan-
guace  type: 
(a)  Does  the  type  center  around  a  specific set of  grammati-
cal features which  are  basic  to  language  structure 
(and  to  typology)? 
(b)  If a  = yes:  ~hich are  these,  and  how  is their special 
status  justified?  (~ 19) 
(c)  If  a  = na:  What  is  the  unifying factor /  principle of 
the  language  type? 
9.  What  is  the  formal  structure of  a  lanßuage  type? Please 
comment  on  the  notions  of  implication,  clustering,  equi-
librium  and  hierarchical layering  of properties. 
10. (a)  Are  language  types  disjunct  or  do  they  overlap? 8 
10.(0)  '.~hat  is the  relation between  a  language  and  a  language 
type?  Does  every  l~nguage belong  to  just one  type,  or 
to  several  types? 
(c)  If types  are  disjunct:  ?lease  argue  with  W.  von  Hum-
boldt  (""Über  die  Verschiedenheiten des  menschlichen 
Sprachb .. ues",  §33)  :  "einer  •••  solchen Klassifikation, 
wo  auch  die  gar  nicht  stamrr~erwandten Sprachen nach all-
gemeinen Ähnlichkeiten ihres  Baus  zusammengestellt  wür-
den [i.e.  a  typological  classification],  widerstrebt, 
wenn  man  den Begriff genau  nimmt  und  fordert,  daß  die 
zusa0~engestellten wirklich als  Gattungen  in allen wahr-
hc.J.ft  charakteristischen T'i:erkmalen  einander  ähnlich  und 
von  andern verschieden  sein sollen,  Gie  tiefer erörter-
te  ~atur der  Sprache  selbst.  Die  einzelnen Sprachen  sind 
nicht als  Gattungen,  sondern als  Individuen verschiedpn 
•••  Das  Individuum,als  solches  genommen,  füllt  aber  alle-
mal  eine  Klasse  für  sich." 
Cd)  If types  are  not  disjunct:  What  is  the  difference  between 
a  lunguage  type  and  any  empirically  confirmable  combina-
tion of  properties? 
11.  If 4  and  6  = no: 
(a)  How  is linguistic  typology  distinct from  eeneral  compara-
tive  (or  universal)  grammar?  (~ 3) 
(b)  How  can we  avoid  typologizing  on  just  any  feature?  How 
can  the  preferential status  of  certain grammatical  pro-
perties  in present-day  typology  be  justified? 
12. (a)  Is  there  (the  possibility of)  a  finite  number  of  phono-
lo{:ical  types?  (-+ 7) 
(b)  If  a  = yes:  What  are  the  criteria? 
(c)  If  a  = no:  Should  phonological  typology  (as  distinct 
from  general  comparative  phonology)  be  pursued? 
13.  Can  there  be  a  semantic  typology  (distinct  from  syntactic 
and  morpholo[ical  typology)?  What  would  it deal  with?  (~7) 
14.  Is  there,  within morphosyntactic  typology,  a  eenuine  differ-
ence  between  form-oriented  and  content-oriented  typology 
(as  G.  Klimov  claims)? 15.  (a)  Is  there  any  need  for  quantitative  typology? 
(b)  If a  = yes:  What  must it contribute? 
(c)  If a  = no: -+  10  a/  d 
16.  (a)  Can  the  typological  perspective  shed  any  light  on 
language  change?  I.e.  is  there  a  necessity for  a 
diachronie  typology  as  distinct from  general dia-
chronie  linguistics? 
9 
(b)  What  is the  use  of  typology  in historical reconstruc 
tion? 
17.  ~hat is the  tertium comparationis for  types  (no  matter 
whether  in whole-system  (holistic)  or  part-system  typo~ 
logies)? Is there  any  such  thing as  an etalon language 
(B.  Uspensky)? 
18.nhat are  the  explanatory  principles  for  the  limits  of 
linguistic diversity  and  for  typological  clustering? 
How  are  they  related  to  langua@'e  universals? 
19.  Flease  COlliment  on  the  actual merits  and  possible  pro~ 
spects  of  the  following  typologies  currently promoted 
(-+8b,  11b): 
- fundamental  relations  (ergative,  accusative,  active 
(etc.?)); 
- basic  order  (SOV,  VSO  etc.); 
- role  and  reference  (subject-prominent,  topic-prominen~ 
et  c. ) ; 
- morphological  typology: 
degree  of  fusion,  degree  of  synthesis; 
concentric  vs.  excentric  construction  (i.e.,  roughly 
personal affixes vs.  case affixes,  T.  Milewski); 
- other. 
20.  In which  regards  are  the  present  questions  biased;  which 
significant aspects  /  problems  of  present-day linguistic 
typology  have  been  overlooked? 
21.  Please  indicate  up  to  five  of  your  recent  publications 
which  are  most  direcly  relevant  to  linguistic  typology~ 
22.  Please  indicate  up  to  five  recent  publications by  other 10 
researchers which  have  significantly advanced  linguistic 
typology. 
23.  What  are  you  currently working  on within linguistic typ-
ology  (topics(s),  paperes)  in preparation)? 
24.  '1hich  typological  theme(s)  do  you  plan  to  work  on  when 
your  present  work  is finished? 
25.  Personal  bibliography 
26.  Alien bibliography 11 
~ E  A  C  T  I  0  U  S  T  0  T  H E  ~ U B  S  T  ION N AIR E 
ROB~RT  AU~TERLITZ 
(New  York) 
1.  Exploited  deepest  structure 
2.  Catalogue  instances  of  1. 
3.  Token vs.  type. 
4.  Yes,  theoretically;  no,  practically. 
5.  Substance  is presumably  finite. 
ö.  (a)  Yes. 
(b)  They  vary  from  language  to  language. 
9.  Implication and  clustering are  relevant;  equilibrium  and 
hierarchical layering  of  properties  are  the  same  as  impli-
cation. 
10. (13.)  They  overlap. 
(b)  It belongs  to  several  types. 
(c)  The  last  two  sentences  of  the  quotation are  inconsis-
tent. 
(d)  None. 
12. (a)  Yes. 
(b)  Reasonable  parameters. 
13.  Concepts. 
14.  Probably yes. 
15.la)  Yes. 
(b)  Statistical confirmation of  hypotheses. 
16.  It could  help  to  set  up  pan-chronic  laws  (Jespersen). 
17.  ? 
18.  They  lose  power  when  they  impede  cOILmunication. 
19.  Pundamental  relations:  yes.  Basic  order:  exhausted  by  now? 
hole  and  reference:  yes.  Morphological  typology:  always 
useful. 12 
20.  None(?). 
21.  Austerlitz  1980. 
22.  See  Australian Journal  of Linguistics. 
23.  Areal  semantic  typology  (~13). 13 
JOHANNES  BECHEHT 
(Bremen) 
3.  Es  scheint mir  schwierig  zu  sein,  Sprachtypologie  und 
Universalienforschung  zu  unterscheiden.  Die  interessante-
ren  (Greenberg-)Universalien beispielsweise  handeln nicht 
von  universellen Eigenschaften der  natürlichen Sprachen, 
sondern von universellen Implikationen/ÄQuivalenzen/stati-
stischen Korrelationen  zwischen nicht-universellen Sprach--
eigenschaften.  Nicht-universelle  Spracheigenschaften wie-
derum  gehören  zum. Gegenstandsbereich  der  Sprachtypologie. 
16. (a)  Gelegentlich werden Sprachtypologie,  Areallinguistik 
und  historisch-vergleichende  Sprachwissenschaft  in 
Parallele gebracht.  Ein gemeinsames  Merkmal  der  Sprach-
typologie  und  der Areallinguistik scheint  mir  darin zu 
bestehen,  daß  sie  - gemessen  an  dem Entfaltungsgrad  der 
historisch-vergleichenden Sprachwissenschaft  - eine 
Kümmerexistenz  führen.  Vielleicht kann  man  sie  am  best·:::n 
verstehen dIs  zwei  Kollektionen von  Gesichtspunkten  hi~ 
storischer Sprachforschung,  die  in  de~ sogenannten hi-
storisch-vergleichenden Sprachwissenschaft vernachläs-
sigt werden.  Wenn  die  historisch-veI'gleichend  arbeiten-
den Kollegen  sich  entschließen könnten,  ihren theore-_ 
tisch-methodologischen Horizont  zu  erweitern,  würden 
sich Sprachtypologie  und  Areallinguistik als  seperate 
Disziplinen erübrigen,  und  es  käme  eine  historische 
Sprachforschung  zustande,  die  zum  erstenmal  diesen Na-
men  wirklich verdienen würde.  Die  Aufnahme  areallingu-
istischer Gesichtspunkte  in das  Programm  der histo-
risch-vergleichenden Sprachforschung könnte  zu  einer 
angemessenen Berücksichtigung der Rolle  des  Sprachkon-
taktes  in der  ~prachgeschichte führen,  wäre  also in 
erster Linie  eine  immanente  Vervollständigung  des  - ge-
genwärtig  sehr  lückenhaften  - Begriffs von  Geschichte 
in der historisch-vergleichenden Sprachwissenschaft. 
Die  Aufnahme  sprachtypologischer Gesichtspunkte würde 
die  Sprachgeschichtsforschung mit  der  theoretischen 14 
Lin[uistik in Verbindung  bringen.  Sie  könnte  dazu 
flihren,  daß  man  in den  Ergebnissen  der historisch  -
vergleichenden Sprachwissenschaft  die  theoretische 
Bedeutung  entdeckt. 
Sprachtypologie  in  ihrem gegenwärtigen  Zustand 
ist eine Erinnerung  daran,  daß  die  Spaltung  der  Sprach-
wissenschaft  in  eine historische  und  eine  theoretische 
Disziplin  (letztere mit  vielen Unterdisziplinen)  über-
brückt  werden  könnte.  Im  Kontext  jeder  einzelnen der 
beiden Teildisziplinen ist sie  sperrig;  darin besteht 
zur  Zeit  wohl  ihr Hauptverdienst. 
21.  Da  ich nicht  genau weiß,  was  Sprachtypologie ist, fällt  es 
mir  auch  schwer,  einschlägige  Arbeiten von mir  oder  anderen 
zu  nennen.  In die Rubrik  'Typologie'könnte  man  vielleicht 
einordnen: 
Bechert  1976,  1977a,  1977b,  1979. 
22.  Zu  den  Greenberg-Universalien liber Wortstellung möchte  ich 
hinweisen auf: 
Hawkins  1979,  1980. 
23.  Zur  Zeit  arbeite  ich über areallinguistische Probleme. 15 
LÄSZL6  DEZSO 
(Debrecen) 
On  the  state of  the  art  in typology 
I  am  looking at  typology  from  the  point  of  view  of its 
intesration and  possible  application in the  description and 
comparison  of  languages.  Typology  is  a  more  or less autono-
LOUS  branch  of  linguistics;  here,  I  am  going  to  concentrate 
on  its specific features.  &y  approach  can  be  characterized 
as  "functional","  structural
ll  and  ttoperational"  from  the  point 
of  view  of methodology.  My  views  are  in constant  change:  the 
role  of  function is growing.  This  results  from  the  impact  of 
the  accumulation of  substantive generalizations.  According 
to  them  the  universal functions  of  l~nguages, like  communica-
tive  organization,  determination and  actualizations,  are  ex-
pres.ed  by  formal  means  relevant  to  the  analysis  according 
to  types.  I  think  that  the  development  of  the  functional 
aspect  and  the  existence  of  an  enormous  empirical  base  of 
morphosynt~x will  give  new  impeti  to  the  study  of  the  struc-
tural,  especially paradigmatic  component  in a  unified  frame-
work  connecting universal  and  typological  aspects.  At  present, 
we  are  far  from  this  because  the  fundamental  questions  of  typ-
ology  are  formulated  and  answered  in different  ways,  and  be-
hind  this  there  are  differences  in general  or  specific  theo-
ries,  in the  empirical  base  and  the  substantive  foundations 
untierlying  the  views  of  typologists working  according  to  their 
research  programs'often unconnected  with  those  of  others. 
The  discussion will  show  how  great  the  differences  are  and 
will  call  our  attention to  aspects  and  views  emerging  from 
the  research  of  others. 
21.  ~ezso 1974,  1978,  1979,  1980,  1981. 
23.  Dezso,  Laszlo  1982,  Typoloska karakteristika hrvatsko-
~rpske grarr.atike  u  sP2redivanju sa madarskom/  A  typo-
logical characterization of Croato-Serbian grammar 
contrasted  with Hungarian.  Budapest. 
id.  1983,  Tipolo  iceska'a charakteristika russko'  ramma-
tiki v  sravnenii  s  vengerskom  A  typological character-
ization of Russian grammar  contrasted with Hungarian. 
Budapest. 1 6 
CLAUDE  HAGbGE 
(Paris) 
The  state of  the  art in language  typology 
1.  A  lan(uage  universal is,  in fact, a  general  tendency,  not 
a  defining  (hence  universal)  feature.  The  range  of  applica-
tion of  this  tendency  is numerically  evaluated  on  a  sampIe 
of  as  mE,.ny  and  as  diverse  languages  as  possible,  and  those 
which  do  not  h~ve it,  provided  they  do  not  exceed  25%,  are 
submitted  to  an  inquiry  in order  to  deterlliine  the  (general-
ly external)  causes  of this absence. 
2.  I  view  linguistic  typology  as  the  step which  comes,  logi-
cally  as well  as  chronologically,  after the  search for  lan-
JuaCe  universals.  If a  general  tendency  is illustrated  by 
less  than  75%  of  the  examined  sampIe,  then  the  observed 
types  of  deviations will  be  viewed  as  corresponding  to  types 
of  lan[uareS  in the  domain  they  belong  in  (phonology,  mor-
ph03yntax  or  semantics  and  their numerous  sub-chapters). 
3.  See  2. 
4.  No.  A  language  belongs  to  type  X  as  far  as  its phonology  is 
concerned  and  to  type  Y  as  far  as its syntax is concerned. 
However,  it is not  to  be  ruled  out  that at  the  end  of  the 
establishing of language  types  one  might  have  to  propose 
abstract  (non-existing in reality)  language  types  in rela-
tion to which  existing languages  could  be  characterized. 
6.  Yes. 
7.  I  do  not  see  any  necessary  connection between morphosyntac-
tic types  and  phonology,and  I  do  not  think that languages 
provide  us  with  such  a  thing.  As  for  the  connection of  se-
mantics  to  these  types,  it depends  on  how  you  define it. I, 
for  one,  do  not  think this connection can  be  seen in strict 
synchrony,  but  only  in diachrony  (see  13). 
10. (c)  Leaving  away  questions  8  and  9  sinee  I  do  not believe in 
holistie language  types  as  attested  objects,  I  refer to 17 
my  answer  to  question 4. 
(e)  To  the  extent  I  understand it,  I  would  not  be  against 
Humboldt's  view,  although  I  find  it too  striet. It is 
true that if we  eonsider  a  language  in its totality, 
no  single other  language  will  share all its features, 
and  that as  an  individuum,  the  total elass  of features 
is unique  to it, to  say  nothing  of  the  way  they  &ce 
strueturally related  (henee  the hostility of elassieal 
European  and,  even more,  Ameriean,  strueturalism to 
this branch  of  the  search for universals which  is 
called  language  typology  (see  answer  to  question  2~)e 
However,  linguists  should  not  aim  at  establishing 
holistie language  types,  to  which Humboldt's  eriticism 
rightly applies.  What  language  typology  in faet  seeks 
are  sets  of features within autonomous  linguistie le-
vels,  not  a  complete  language  construct. 
11.  I  refer to  2  for  11a,  and  to 
(b)  I  reply this:  the  only  justification of the  preferenti 
status  of certain grammatieal  properties  in eontempo-
rary  typology is quite praetieal:  Western linguists 
are naturally led  to  be  surprised  by,  and  aceordingly 
give  more  attention to,  features  they  are  not  familiar 
with  in their native  languages.  It is precisely the 
task  of  the  seareh for  universals as  the  preliminary 
step to  language  typology  (see  answer  to  question  2)  to 
decide  whieh  of  the  favoure~ features will be  retained 
as  typologically relevant. 
12. (e)  If  "phonologieal"  means  (tradi  tional English  sense)  "be~· 
longing  to  historical  phoneties",  then  there  are  gene 
ral tendeneies  in the  evolution of  sound  systems  (para-
digmaties)  and  of  sound  assoeiations  (syntagmaties). 
If it means  the  same  as  "phonemies",  then it is an  im-
portant field  for  typology:  many  features  of  consonant 
vowel,  aecent  and  tone  nature  and  function  ean  serve  to 
establish types:  not holistic  types  (selbstverständlich) 
not  even  "phonologieal  types",  but  types  in relation to 
adefinite property within phonemies  (see  chapter  1  of 18 
Hagege  1982  and  Hagege  et Haudrieourt  1978). 
13.  The  type  of  semantic  typology  which  I  think  deserves  to 
be  stwlied  does  not  belong  to  synchrony.  It is very  im-
portant  to  establish,  on  the  basis  of  a  broad  inQuiry  in 
what  is  known  of  the  history  of various  lanpuages,  the 
general  laws  of  the  evolution whieh  freezes  semantie  (i.e. 
oblicatory)  features.  This  represents  the  eontribution of 
lancuage  typology  to  the  solution of  an  important  (and  very 
fashionable)  problem:  the  relationship of  syntax  and  seman-
tics.  Such  a  relationship is a  dynamic,  not  a  static  one. 
14.  The  reason  why  I  do  not  think  so  is that  the  very  notion 
of morphosyntax  corresponds  to  a  field  preeisely  defined 
as  the  one  which  studies  the  relationship  between  form  (mor-
pho-)  and  a  ffiore  or  less frozen  (dynaQically  statie!)  type 
of  content  (i.e.  -syntax). 
15.  Definitely yes.  The  proportion of  languages  with adefinite 
feature  as  opposed  to  those  with  another,  related,  feature 
and  to  tjose laeking  this feature,  ete.  constitutes  a  funda-
r:ental  information on  the  way  human  languages  function,  i.e. 
on  what  we  want  to  know  better  when  we  do  typological  re-
search. 
16. (a)  and  (b)  The  typologieal  perspeetive  can  and  must  shed 
light  on  language  change.  However,  the  "i.e." in this 
question  seems  inadequate,  since  typological  persp€ctive 
means  the  contribution that  our  knowledge  of  the  most 
widespread  types  of  language  (from  the  phonologic~l,  syn-
tactic,  ete.  viewpoints)  brings  to  the  establishment  of 
what  direetion of  change  are  the  likeliest  ones  in little 
doeumented  cases,  whereas  diachronie  typology  is  (see  an-
s~er to  question  13  as  far  as  syntax/semantics  is  con-
eerned)  the  study  of  trle  general  laws  of  the  evolution of 
linguistic  systems.  I  do  not  know  what  the  seope  of  "ge-
neral  diachronic  linguistics"  iso  Whö  does it and  who  dis-
tinguishes it from  diaehronic  typology? 
17.  See  4. 
18.  The  universal  translatability;  beneath it, the  common  de-19 
fining  features  of  human  beings,  both  physically  and 
socioculturally.  These,  and  probably  others,  in implica-
tion relationships  with  them,  are  the  justification for 
the  inquiry  on  language  universals. 
19.  Fundamental  relations:  rich prospect,  provided  one  gives 
up  the  TG-biased  idea that  most  so-called  ergative lan-
guapes  except  Dyirbal  are  only  superficially  ergat~ve(!). 
Language  typology  precisely  deals with  "surface",  if 
anything. 
- Basic  order:  cannot  teach  us  interesting facts  as  long 
as  one  keeps  to  formulas  which  mix  up  categories  (V) 
and  functions  (S,  0);  are manipulated  without  any  serious 
attempt  at defining what  a  subject,  an  object,  a  verb 
are  for  every  new  lanruage;  do  not  allow  one  to  decide 
what  word  order is li.ore  basic  when  the  language  presents 
various  word  orders  according  to  aspect  (e.g.  Lendu, 
Zaire),  topic  (e.r.  Chinese,  Finnish),  autonomy  of  clause 
(subord ina  tion)  (e. g.  Kru  languages,  West-Africa). 
Furthermore,  correlations  between  types  of  orders are 
not  sufficient.  An  attempt  must  be  made  at  a  historical 
explanation:  for  instance,  a  language  with  both  prepo-
sitions and  postpositions,  such  as  Chinese,  has  ~po­
sitions  "because"  they  come  from  verbal  predicates, 
which  have  long  been before  their  complement. (S  PO), 
and  it has  postpositions  "because"  they  come  from  deter-
mined  nouns,  which  have  lonr  followed  their determining 
noun.  As  for  how  one  and  the  same  language  can have  the 
two  contradictory  orders  S-P-O  and  determining  Noun  -
determined  Noun,  this must  be  explained  by  external 
causes  (see,  on  all that,  Hagege  1975). 
- Hole  and  reference:  not  clear  to  me  (see  Hagege  1978). 
- ~orphological typology:  in fact  the  most  explored field, 
from  the  Schlegels  (1808-1818)  to  ~ilewski.  Not  without 
reason,  since it is  by  their morphology  that languages 
differ most.  This  field  has  already  been  studied  enough 
for  linfuists  to  rather  tackle  other fields. 
Other:  panchronic  phonology  (see  Hagege  and  Haudricourt 
1978),  semantic  typology  of minimal  utterances  (see 
Hagege  1980  and  1981). 20 
20.  See  19. 
21.  Hagege  1975,  1978,  1981,  1982,  Hagege  et Haudricourt  1978. 
22.  Greenberg  1963,  Li  (ed.)  1976,  Ramat  (ed.)  1976,  Seiler(ed.) 
1978,  Tesniere  1959.  The  last mentioned  has  been largely 
ignored,  but  utilized,  no  matter whether  they  cite it or 
not,  by  the  others. 
23.  The  organization of linguistic utterances.  See: 
Hagege,  Claude  1980,  "Three viewpoints  on  the  organization 
of linguistic utterances",  The  6th  LACUS  Forum,  Colum-
bia:68-77. 
24.  Seruantic  typology:  its relationship with  syntactic  typology; 
paradigmatic  organization of  lexicons  across  languapes; 
types  of  contributions  of  context  to  meaning  across  languages. 21 
KLAUS  HEGER 
(Heidelberg) 
1.  Den  Terminus  Universale  vermeide  ich tunliehst,  denn  die 
viel zitierten,  dankenswerterweise  durch  "language uni-
versals"  ersetzten "linguistischen Universalien"  sind 
a)  entweder  sprachwissenschaftliche Universalien,  die 
ihrerseits 
aa)  Disziplin-bezogene Universalien,  d.h.  für  jede  Sub-
disziplin der  Sprachwissenschaft als verbindlich  an--
zusehende  Prinzipien der Theoriebildung  (=  Erarbei~ 
tung  des  einer  jeweiligen speziellen Fragestellung 
angemessenen  theoretischen Instrumentariums),  über 
die  - abgesehen  von  allgemein-wissenschaftstheoret 
sehen Prinzipien - mit  Aussicht  auf  allgemeine  Zu-
stimmung  zu  sprechen angesichts  der  divergierenden 
Ansichten über  Sprachwissenschaft  kaum  Döglich  sein 
dürfte, 
ab)  und/oder  Objekt-bezogene Universalien,  d.h.  innerhalb 
einer gegebenen  Subdisziplin der  Sprachwissenschaft 
als  auf  jede beliebige  Einzelspra~he und/oder  auf 
"Sprache"  (in  einem wie  auch  immer  zu verstehenden 
absoluten Singular)  anwendbare  und  als verbindlich 
anerkannte  Prinzipien der  Theoriebildung,  die  jeder 
Sprachwissenschaftler  - im Extremfall als  einziger 
Repräsentant  einer ausschließlich durch  ihn  im Mo-
ment  gerade  repräsentierten Subdisziplin - zumin-
dest  implizit als  selbstverständlich gegeben  unter~ 
stellt, 
sein können, 
b)  oder  sprachliche Universalien,  die  ihrerseits 
ba)  entweder  einzelsprachliche Universalien,  d.h.  in 
jeder möglichen Einzelsprache anzutreffende Entitä-
ten  und  als  solche 
baa)  entweder  definitorische Universalien,  d.h.  durch 
die  zugrundegelegte Definition notwendige  Uni-
versalien von  dem  gleichen trivialen Aussagewert 
wie  die  Feststellung,  daß  alle Vierecke vier Ek-
ken haben, 22 
bab)  oder  statistische Universalien,  d.h.  durch  ent-
sprechende Extrapolationen als in  jeder mögli-
chen Einzelsprache  als mit  hoher Wahrscheinlich-
keit  (aber  eben nicht  notwendigerweise)  zu  erwar-
ten  erwiesene Entitäten,  also  gerade  keine  Univer-
salien, 
bb)  oder  außereinzelsprachliche Universalien,  d.h.  zur 
Abbildung  von Eigenschaften  jeder möglichen Einzel-
spruche  geeignete nicht-außersprachliche Entitäten 
(cf.  He g er  1 981 a  §  2. 3, ) ) 
sein können; 
daß  ich trotz  bb)  beim Reden  tiber  meine  "noematischen Ka-
tegorien"  den  Terminus  Universale  weitestgehend  vermeide, 
erfolgt  angesichts  der  Gefahr  von  Verwechslungen mit  den 
Fällen aa),  ab),  baa)  und  bab). 
2.  Den  Terminus  Typologie  gebrauche  ich  selten,  da  ich mir  zu 
viele verschiedene  Dinge  unter  ihm vorstellen kann;  zu  un-
terscheiden ist mindestens  zwischen 
a)  Typologie  als unmittelbarer  Zielsetzung,  die  den  Zweck 
verfolgen kann, 
aa)  entweder  die  Verbreitung  eines  gegebenen Merkmals  zu 
eruieren 
ab)  oder mittels der  durch  aa)  eruierten Verbreitung  ei-
nes  ~erkmals zur Klassifizierung 
aba)  von Einzelsprachen 
abb)  und/oder  von  wie  auch  immer  abgegrenzten Teilbe-
reichen von Einzelsprachen 
zu  gelangen, 
b)  und  Typologie  als  Zwischenschritt  auf  dem  Weg  zu mittel-
baren Zielen wie  beispielsweise 
ba)  denjenigen der  auf  aa)  aufbauenden  Bestimmung  von 
"Sprachbtinden"  (z.B.  Balkanphilologie) 
bb)  oder  denjenigen  der auf  aba)  aufbauenden  und  die  wei-
teren Zwischenschritte  der  komparativen  und  der dia-
chronischen Rekonstruktion  (cf.  noch  unten  zu  Frae,e  16) 
einschließenden Bestimmung  genetischer Sprachbeziehun-
gen  (cf.  Heger  1981a  §  3.1.) 23 
bc)  oder  denjenigen  der  auf  abb)  aufbauenden  Bestimmung 
verschiedener Teilbereiche  innerhalb  einer gegebenen 
Einzelsprache  (cf. in Heger  1982  die  Illustration der 
Sche~ata 8,  10,  13,  und  15  mit  deutschen Beispielen). 
3.  'denn  "universals  reseach"  im  Sinne  von  1.  bb)  und  "linguis-
tic  typology"  im Sinne  einer der  in 2.  eröffneten Möglich-
keiten verstanden wird,  dann  ~ unter  Bezugnahme  auf  die 
übrigen  in  1.  genannten I\lÖf'lichkei ten:  nur  dann  - läßt 
sich ihr Verhältnis  als  dasjenige  von  noematischer  Syste-
matik  und  onomasiologischer Abbildung  bestimmen  (cf.  Heger 
1981b) • 
4.  ~as in Heger  1982  als Typologisierungs-Kriterium benutzte 
T.  erkl;~al  verschiedener Bezeichnungstypen für  Aktantenfunk-
tionen zeigt,  daß  es  lediglich einer hinreichenden  Subspe-
zifizierung derartiger Merkmale  bedarf,  um  den  Übergang 
zwischen  den  ad  Frage  Nr.  2  unterschiedenen Fällen aba) 
und  abb)  als  Kontinuum  zu  erweisen;  ich kann  Frage  Nr.  4 
daher  nur  mit  einem  uneingeschränkten  "nein"  beantworten. 
6.  Da  ich lediglich  - in Anlehnung  an Martinets  double  arti-
culation - zwischen Distingemen als  Gegenstandsbereich  von 
(je nach materieller  SUbstanz)  Phonologie,  Graphematik  und 
Taktematik einerseits  und  Signemen als  Gegenstandsbereich 
der  Semantik andererseits,  nicht  jedoch  zwischen  "Morpho-
syntax l1  und  "Semantik"  (i =Lexikolo[ie?)  oder  gar  zwischen 
"Syntax",  "Semantik"  und  "Pragmatik
ll  (cf.  Heger  1976) 
§  1.4.1)  zu  unterscheiden vermag,  ist diese  Fr&ge  für  mich 
nur  für  den  Gesamtbereich  dessen,  was  ich Semantik nenne, 
beantwortbar;  aus  den gleichen  Gründen wie  ad  Frage  Nr.4 
lautet meine  Antwort  "nein". 
10.  Entfällt  (trotzdem  zu 
(c):  auch  ohne  mich  unbedingt  in  jeder Hinsicht  in eine 
spezifische Humboldt-Tradition stellen zu wollen,  finde 
ich dieses  Zitat überaus  sympathisch. 
11. (a)  \/enn  "general  comparative  (or universal)  grammar"  zu 
verstehen ist als 
a)  "universals  research",  dann  cf.  ad  Frage  Nr.3, 24 
b)  komparative  Sprachwissenschaft  (in  einem  gemäß  Heger 
1981b  §§  0.1.  und  1.  zu  extrapolierenden Sinn,  dann 
schließt  sie definitionsgemäß  eine  L-komparative 
Sprachwissenschaft,  damit  eine  L- komparative  Seman-
tik und  damit  sowohl"  eine  noematische  Systematik 
(=  "universals research"  gemäß  ad  Frage  Nr.3)  als  auch 
eine  onomasiologische  Abbildung  (=  "linp:uistic  typo-
logy"  gemäß  ad  Frage  Nr.3)  als Subdisziplinen in sich 
ein, 
c)  irgendetwas  anderes,  dann  wäre  dieses  andere  erst  zu 
definieren. 
11. (b)  Da  ich mir  gemäß  ad  Frage  Nr.2  überaus vielfältige pri-
märe  und  sekundäre  Aufgabenstellungen  der  Typologie  vor-
stellen kann,  und  da  der  Nutzen  eines Merkmals  als  Typo-
logisierungs-Kriterium von  der  jeweiligen Aufgabenstel-
lung  abhängt,  kann  ich mir  kein  Merkmal  vorstellen,  des-
sen Ausschluß  aus  grundsätzlich  jeder Betrachtung  a  pri-
ori gerechtfertigt werden könnte. 
12. (a)  Angesichts  der  relativen tberschaubarkeit  von  Phonem-
systemen kann  ich hier  im  Gegensatz  zu  Frage  Nr.6 nicht 
mit  der gleichen Sicherheit  antworten,  halte  aber  auch 
hier bis  zum  Nachweis  des  Gegenteils  ein  "nein"  für  an-
gemessener. 
(c)iVarum nicht?  (Zumindest,  um  den  "Nachweis  des  Gegenteils" 
gemäß  ad  Frage  Nr.12a  zu führen). 
13.  Gemäß  ad  Frage  Nr.6  müßte  ich hier wiederholen,  daß  ich 
nicht  weiß,  was  der Unterschied  zwischen  "semantisch"  und 
"syntaktisch/morphologischll  ist;  sollte damit  gemeint  sein, 
was  ich  als lexematisch  und  grammematisch  einander  gegen-
überstelle,  dann lautet meine  Antwort  selbstverständlich 
"ja"  - allein schon  desw-egen,  weil  ein und  derselben noe-
matischen Kategorie  einmal  eine  lexematische  und  ein ande-
res  r.~al  eine  grammematische  Bezeichnung  entsprechen kann; 
aus  eben  diesem  Grunde  aber  wäre  es  auch  abwegig,  die  Ge-
genstandsbereiche  von  "lexematischer"  und  "grammematischer" 
Typologie voneinander  trennen  zu  wollen. 
14.  Wenn  "form:  content"  zu verstehen ist als 
a)  "form:  substance"  (Hjelmslev),  dann  "nein"; 25 
b)  "expression:  content"  (Hjelmslev)  =  "signifiant  :  sig-
nifie  (Saussure),  dann  würde  ich die weitere  Übersetzung 
in  IIDistingem  :  Signem"  (cf.  Heger  1976  §  2.3.1.1.)  vor-
schlagen,  auf  ihrer Grundlage  J!lrage  Nr.  14  mit  11 ja"  be-
antworten  und  - wie  zumindest  implizit  schon ad  Fragen 
Nr.  6  und  12  - entsprechend  zwischen  einer semantischen 
und  einer Distingem-bezogenen  (phonologischen,  graphe-
matischen,  taktematischen etc.)  Typologie  unterscheiden 
15. (a)  Analog  zu  Frage ·Nr.11b  kann  ich mir hier durchaus  Auf-
gabensteIlungen der  Typologie vorstellen,  die  eine  af-
firmative  Antwort  rechtfertigen. 
(b)  Die  Beantwortung  dieser Frage  hängt  von  der  jeweiligen 
AufgabensteIlung  ab. 
16. (a)  Gemäß  dem  ad  Frage  Nr.2  unter  bb)  Gesa~ten lautet meine 
Antwort  zumindest  für  denjenigen Fall  "ja",  in dem  die 
Typolagie  Zwischenschritt  auf  dem  Weg  zu  einer diachroni-
schen Rekonstruktion ist. 
(b)  Da  ich vorziehe,  zwischen  diachronischer  (Bezugsetzung 
der komparativ  rekonstruierten Sprachsysteme  auf die 
Dimension Zeit)  und  historischer  (zusätzliche Bezug-
setzung auf  die  historischen Benutzer komparativ  rekon-
struierter und  diachronisch geordneter  Sprachsysteme) 
Rekonstruktion  zu  unterscheiden,  unterscheide  ich auch 
zwischen 
a)  der von mir  gemäß  ad  Fragen 2  (sub  bb))  und  16a zu  beja-
henden Möglichkeit  eines  Nutzens  der  Typologie  für  die 
diachronische Rekonstruktion,  und 
b)  der  von  mir  zu verneinenden Möglichkeit  eines  (zusätz-
liche~Nutzens der  Typologie  für  die  historische  Rekon~ 
struktion. 
17.  Gemäß  der  ad  Frage- ·Nr. 14  b)  getroffenen Unterscheidung  im 
Fall 
a)  einer Distingem-bezogenen Typologie:  z.B.  Systeme  pho-
netisch definierter potentieller Phonem-Oppositionen, 
b)  einer  semantischen Typologie:  noematische  Teilsysteme 
(cf.  Heger  1981b). 26 
18.  Eine  Beantwortung  dieser Frage  in ihrer  ~enerischen Form 
würde  mir  einen  jedenfalls für  mich  nicht  mehr  einlösba-
ren Anspruch  zu  implizieren scheinen;  als Beispiel für  ei-
ne  Beantwortung  in bestimmten Einzelfällen ließe  sich die 
oft  beobachtete Affinität  von Kausal-Funktion  und  Themazi-
tät zitieren,  die  ich bis  zum  Nachweis  des  Gegenteils  als 
charakteristisches  ~;lerkIT.al  primär weder  bestimmter Einzel-
sprachen noch  bestimmter Konstruktionstypen,  sondern  einer 
bestimmten  - nämlich narrativen  - Textsorte  einstufe. 
19.  a)  Im  speziellen Sinn einer  Bezugnahme  auf  die  Fragen 8b 
und  11b  (cf.  dort)  entfällt eine  Beantwortung  dieser 
Praee. 
b)  Generell  dürfte  gelten,  daß  es  eine  unumgänglich  not-
wendize  Voraussetzung  jeder Typologisierung ist,  daß 
die  von  ihr als Kriterien benutzten  ~erkmale hinrei-
chend  wohl  definiert  sind;  6iese Voraussetzung  seneint 
mir  beispielsweise 
ba)  im  Fall  der  Aktantenfunktionen  (cf.  Heger  1982)  oder 
in dem  d0r  Verbindung  personal-deiktischer und  quan-
titativer Kategorien  (cf.  Heger  1980)  gegeben  zu  sein. 
bb)  überall  dort  hingegen  zu  fehlen,  wo  mit  dem  Terminus 
"Subjekt"  operiert wird. 
20.  Eine  grundsätzlich interessante  und  hinsichtlich  zu  erwar-
tender Antworten  amüsante  zusätzliche  }'rage  hätte  der Ein-
ordnunG  der  Ansichten über  Sprachtypologie  in allgemeinere 
wissenschaftstheoretische  und/oder  philosophische  (aller-
dings  nicht  in  dem  leicht als  trivialisierend mißzuverste-
henden  Sinn von  englisch  'philosophy')  Zusammenhänge  gelten 
und  zu  letzteren als  'multiple  choice'  Namen  wie  Hegel, 
kar):,  Bergson  und  Wi ttgenstein  (alle vier nicht  ohne  bos-
hafte Hinterredanken und  mit  der  potentiellen Antwort,  daß 
ich  ohnedies  nicht verstehe,  wieso  nach  Kant  Loch  so  etwas 
hat  geschrieben  werden  können)  anbieten  können .•• 
21.  Heger  1976,  1980,  1981a,  1981b,  1982. 
22.  Eine  Antwort  auf  diese  Frage  an  eine  UNITYP-Adresse  zu  rich-
ten,  hieße,  Eulen  nach  Athen  tragen! 27 
23.  Zusätzlich  zu  ad  Frage ·Nr.21  sind  im  Druck: 
Heger,  Klaus,  "Nominativ  - Subjekt  - Thema".  Festschrift 
H.  Stimm.  Tübingen. 
id.  "'11 la lui  a  donnee  a Jean,  son  pere,  sa moto'- neue  ..  , 
Uberlegungen  zu  einem alten Beispiel".  Festschrift J. 
Hubschmid.  Bern. 
24.  Die  Beantwortung  dieser Frage  unterbleibt mangels  hinrei-
chender  prophetischer Fähigkeiten. 28 
GUST Ji  V  INEI  eHEN 
(Göttingen) 
21.  Ineichen  1979,  1981,  1982a,  1982b. 29 
GILBERT  LAZARD 
(Paris) 
La  typologie,  comme  la recherche  des  universaux,  a  pour 
but  de  contribuer a la connaissance  fondamentale  du  langage 
en  d~celant dans  les langues  entre  des  faits  apparernment  h~­
t~rof,enes des  liaisons resultant  de  la nature  meme  de  l'acti-
vit~ linguistique. 
Les  groupements  typologiques  de  langues' (type~)  peuvent 
stappuyer  ou  pr~tendre s'appuyer  sur  de  vastes  ensembles  de 
faits  int~ressant la  totalit~ de  la structure linguistique 
(tYPologie  "totale")  ou  sur  des  ensembles  plus  restraints 
(typologie  "partielle")  ou  sur  des  faits  isol~s  (typologie 
lI~l~mentaire"). 
L'experience montre  qu'on ne  trouve  pas  de  usolidarites" 
entre  les fafts linguistiques,  mais  dans  le meilleur  des  cas 
un  plus  ou  moins  haut  degr~ de  correlation.  D'autre part les 
typologies  globales  (ex.:  langues  isolantes/agglutinantes/ 
flexionnelles/polysythetiques,  ou:  accusatives/ergatives/ 
"actives")  sont  peu  convaincantes  parce  que  fondees  sur d'ex-
cessives  simplifications.  Plus  f~condes sont  les  typologies 
partielles,  surtout  si elles  considerent  les  types  cornme  des 
choix faits  dans  des  cadres  demontr~s universaux  (ex.:  projet 
de  Cologne).  Les  typologies  el~mentaires sont  elles-memes  in-
aptes a servir les  buts  de  la methode,  mais,  aidees  par l'in-
tuition et la chance,  elles  peuvent  etre le point  de  depart  de 
d~couvertes de  corr~lations. 30 
WEhNEh  LBH:fi'ELlJT 
(Konstanz) 
2.  Die  Frage  nach  den  Aufgaben  der Sprachtypologie möchte 
ich  unter Hinweis  auf  rl.ltmann/Lehfeldt  1973:15  beantwor-
ten,  wo  z~ei Aufgaben  genannt  werden,  nämlich  a)  die 
Sprachklassifikation,  d.h.  der  Aufbau  eines  Ordnungssy--
steKs  für  die natürlichen Sprachen  aufgrund  ihrer globalen 
Ähnlichkeit,  und  b)  die  Aufdeckung  des  KonstruktioD2me~­
nismE~ der  Sprachen,  d.h.  der  Aufbau  eines  Beziehungssy-
stems,  eines  "Netzes",  an  dem  man  nicht  allein die  offen-
sichtlichen,  kategorischen,  sondern auch  die  latenten Me-
chanismen der  Sprache  ablesen kann.  An  dieser  Bestirr~ung 
halte  ich für  mich  nach wie  vor fest. 
Was  die  Beschäftigung mit  konkreten  sprachtypologischen 
UntGrsuchungen  betrifft,  die als Versuch  gewertet  werden 
können  (oder wollen!),  die  beiden genannten  Aufgaben  zu 
erfüllen,  so  kann  ich für mich  eine  "phonologische"  und 
eine  "morphologische"  Phase  unterscheiden.  Alles,  was 
Herrn Al tn:ann  und  mir  an l\'.ethoden  zum  Vergleich  phonolo-
gischer  Systeme  eingefallen ist,  findet  sich in Altmann/ 
Lehfeldt  1980  zusammengefaßt  und  in  systematischem  Zusam-
menhang  dargestellt. 
21.  Lehfeldt  1977,1979,1980. 
23.  Über  die  "morphologische"  Phase,  die  noch  andauert,  ist 
folgendes  zu  sagen:  Ich  beschäftige mich  mit  der Erarbei-
,tung  von  analytischen und  deskriptiven Methoden,  die  es 
ermöclichen,  morphologische  Teilsysteme  von  Sprache~ ganz-
heitlich-numerisch unter verschiedenen Gesichtspunkten  zu 
charakterisieren und  somit  vergleichbar  zu  machen.  Diese 
Beschäftigung ist der  oben  genannten Aufgabe  a)  zuzurech-
nen.  Einige Nitarbeiter von mir  und  ich arbeiten ferner 
seit längerem  daran,  die  erwähnten Methoden  auf  den Ver-
~leich der  slavischen Sprachen  anzuwenden.  Die  Untersuchun-
gen,  die  zu  diesem  Thema  bereits veröffentlicht worden  sind, 
finden  Sie  in der  beiliegenden Bibliographie aufgeführt.  Im 
koment  werden  Vorbereitungen getroffen,  die noch  fehlenden 31 
slavischen Sprachen in den  ersten vollständigen Teilvergleich 
einzubeziehen.  Selbstverständlich bin ich  daran interessiert, 
die Brauchbarkeit  und  Tragfähigkeit meines  Ansatzes  auch  außer-
halb  des  Bereiches  der Slavia zu prüfen bzw.  überprüft  zu  se-
hen.  Der  erste  und  nach  meiner  Meinung  sehr interessante  An-
lauf in dieser Richtung  ist von  dem  Kollegen Peter Raster 
(1980)  unternommen  worden. 32 
CHRIST IAN  LEH1:u~NN 
(Cologne) 
1.  A  language  universal is something  any  human  being  does 
when  engaged  in language  activity;  it is an  invariant  of 
language  activity  (cf.  Lehmann,  Ch.  1981:85).  As  such,  it 
provides  the  common  denominator  for  a  range  of  law-governed 
variation of  structural properties within  a  certain  'dimen-
sion'  (H.  Seiler)  or  'functional domain'  (T.  Givon).  Any 
statement  that  expresses  a  connection between structural 
properties present within  one  language  system  (e.g.  the 
implicative  'universals'  of  Greenberg  1963)  is not  a  uni-
versal  but  a  typological  law. 
2.  The  primary  task of linguistic typology is the  conceptuali-
zation of  linguistic diversity within  a  minimum  number  of 
linguistic  types.  A linguistic  type  is instantiated  by  a 
set of  law-governed  relationships  ('clusterings
t
)  among  a 
set  of  structural properties,  and  it is constituted  by  the 
abstract  organizational principles which  account  for  these 
connections.  Therefore  typoloCY  must  discover what  it is 
that holds  a  language  system  together,  by  looking for  cor-
relations  among  properties  which vary  on  certain parameters. 
A  secondary  task,  or  application,  of  typology  is  the classifi-
cation of  languages  on  a  structural basis  (see,  however,  10c). 
The  principal method  of linguistic  typology is inductive: 
the  comparison  of  as  many  languages  as  possible with  respect 
to two  or  more  structural  parameters.  By  gradually  enlarging 
the  scope  of  the  analysis,  more  and  more  subsystems  are  re-
lated  to  each  other,  until  one  arrives at  a  comprehensive 
language  typology.  The  deductive  method  will not  lead  to  spe-
cific  empirical results,  but  provide  the  general  framework 
for  typological  theory. 
3.  Linguistic  typology  and  universalistics are  the  two  princi-
pal  subdisciplines of general  comparative  linguistics.  Typo-
logy  establishes linguistic types  as  defined  in 8  and  9;  uni-
versalistics establishes  language  universals  as  defined  in 1. 
They  are  complementary  and  presuppose  each  other. 33 
4.  I  agree  with E.  Moravcsik  that if the  type  is required  to 
be  predictive,  the  answer  is  I no'. If the  type  allows  for 
a  certain amount  of variation considered  irrelavent to its 
essence,  there  is  a  remote  chance  that  each  language  may 
be  related  to  one  of  a  finite number  of  sufficiently ab-
stract holistic  types~  If this did  not  turn out  to  be  so 
in the  long  run  ,  the  dictum according  to  which  every  lan-
guage  is a  "syst~me od  tout  se  tient" would  be  false. (cf. 
P.  Ramat  on  this point). 
5.  There  is presently  no  such  evidence.  On  the  contrary,  we 
have  come  to  know  a  fair number  of  cases  where  a  connec-
tion  between structural features  which  one  might  have  con-
sidered  well-motivated  turned  o~t not  to  be  adhered  to  by 
a  minority  of  languages  {for  instance,  tlf a  language  has 
prenominal  relative  clauses,  its basic  order is SOV'  is 
falsified  by  Chinese).  I  regret  having  to  agree  with  G. 
Lazard  that linguistic experience  shows  absence  of soli-
darity in a  great  many  cases  which  one  would  have  thought 
to  be  good  candidates.  However,  this may  be  a  fault  of our 
method,  of  our  looking  for  correlations of  the  wrong  sort 
or  in the  wrong  places,  Such failures  therefore  cannot 
prove  that  a  language  is not  an  integrated  system.  More-
over,  precisely those  connections  which  transcend  the  glo 
baI morphosyntactic  type,  namely  those  between phonology, 
morphosyntax  and  semantics,  have  been  too little invest 
gated  to  justify resignation. 
6.  The  answer will  be  more  positive  than that  to  4  and  5  if i 
can  be  shown  that  phonology,  morphosyntax  and  semantics  are 
largely independent,  typologically disconnected  parts  of 
the  language  system,  as  G.  Hag~ge thinks.  Since  the  subject 
matter  of morphosyntax  is more  homogeneous  than that  of 
grammar  (which  comprises  the  three  components  mentioned), 
a  positive  answer  to  6  appears  more  plausible  than  one  to 
4.  Cf.  also  9. 
8.  Ca)  There  is no  set  of  grammatical features  which  is basic 
to  language  structure  and,  therefore,  to  typology.  In 
particular,  none  of  the  features  mentioned  in question 
19  have  been  shown  to  be  central to  the  language  type 
(or  the morphosyntactic  type).  The  present unsatisfac 34 
tory  state of linguistic  typology  results,  to  a  large 
extent,  from  the  wide-spread  acceptance  of  a  positive 
answer  to  8a.  For  there  is  obviously  no  unanimity  about 
what  the  central features  are,  and  consequently  there 
is  a  wealth  of  concurrent  typologies  which  are  equally 
invalid  as  global morphosyntactic  typologies. 
(c)  The  unifying  factor  of  the  language  type  i8  a  coherent 
set  of  principles organizing linguistic  structure  on 
the  most  abstract level  (cf.  Seiler 1979).  Recent  work 
by  E.  Coseriu  (e.g.  1980,  §  4.3.)  has  turned  up  some 
principles  (though  he  would  not  consider  them  abstract) 
whicb  point  in tbe  right  direction.  These  principles 
account  for  independent  choices  of  specific  procedures 
from  several universal  functional  dimensions.  They  allow 
for  a  certain  (hopefully  law-governed)  variation,  so 
that it is unnecessary  to  commit  oneself  to  the  unattrac-
tive  idea of  an  inconsistent  language  (as  one  which  does 
not  possess  sonie  of  the traits which  define its  type~. 
Furthermore,  the  principles are  dynamic;  tbey  show  the 
transitions  between neighboring  types. 
9.  Implicutiop  and  hierarchical layering  go  together,  and  clus-
tering  and  equilibrium  go  together.  Implicative relation-
ships  and  hierarchies  have  been  shown  to  exist mainly  with-
in certain narrowly  defined  morphological  and  syntactic 
paradigms  (e.g.  markedness  relations  among  morphological 
subcategories,  or  implicative relationships within main 
constituent order).  This  is  a  level  of  grammatical  detail 
hardly  constitutive  of  language  types.  The  more  compre-
hensive  the  subsystems  are  among  which  connections  are 
sought,  the less strict these  connections  will  be.  On  the 
most  general  level,  which  concerns  the  connections  between 
the  three  components  of  grammar,  we  only  find  clustering 
('mutual  preferences')  and  equilibrium.  This  is also  large-
ly true  of  the  major  subsystems  of  morphosyntax.  If there 
were  a  hierarchical relationship  between  the  grammar  (mor-
phology,  word  order etc.)  of  the  verb-actant  relations  and 
the  gramnar  of,  say,  possessive  constructions,  the  positing 35 
of  typologically basic  properties in the  sense  of  8a.would 
be  justified.  Unfortunately,  such logically  clear-cut,  ex-
ceptionless correlations  do  not  prevail  on  the  more  general 
levels.  Therefore,  clustering  and  equilibrium are  more  im-
portant  tban  implication  and  hierarchy  for  a  language  typo-
logy  which  aims  at  comprehensive  types. 
10. (alb)  A  language  type  comprises  a  large  number  of  subsystems; 
there  is less tban  1  OO~~ correlation among  the variations 
within each  .  ..-G-f'- these;  and  types  differ  from  each  other 
F r/"'" 
only  gradually,  admitting  of  transitions  between  each 
other.  Tbis  situation can  be  accounted  for  in two  alter-
native ways.  On  the  one  hand,  language  types  may  be  dis-
junct;  then  a  language  may  belong  to  one  type  with  re-
spect  to  one  subsystem  and  to  a  neighboring  type  with re-
spect  to  another  subsystem  (this is essentially V.  Ska-
licka's conception).  Alternatively,  if each  of  the  types 
embodies  the whole  range  of variation found  in the  lan-
guages  representing it, then language  types  overlap. 
These  alternatives might  be  mere  notational variants. 
However,  with  the first alternative,  language  types  are 
more~~(cf. Skalicka's  term  'construct').  If ev-
ery  language  may  choose  and  combine  properties  from  a-
vailable types  without  restriction,  the  concept  of  the 
type  loses its explanatory  power  and  becomes  superflu-
ous.  Therefore,  the  solution in which  language  types 
overlap  seems  to  be  the  sounder  one. 
(c)  Neither of  the  above  alternatives permits  a  classifi-
cation of  langua;::::es  into  disjunct  sets.  Humboldt  argues 
against  the  attempt  to  do  just this,  and  in my  opinion 
he  is completly  right.  This  does  not,  of  course,  pre-
clude  tbe  possibility of relating languages  to  types 
and  to  derive  a  (non-disjunct)  classification  from  typ-
ology  for  practical purposes,  as  Humboldt  admits  in the 
further  course  of his  argument. 
(d)  If language  types  are  constituted  by  structural proper-
ties,  then this is  the  most  vexing  question  of all;  for 
obviously,  if any  empirically  confirmable  combination 36 
of  properties  may  constitute  a  type,  typology  as  a 
search for  types  becomes  superfluous.  The  problem  can 
be  avoided  only if types  are  constituted  by  abstract 
~  .... 
construction principles,  so  that different  combinations 
of  structural properties may  instantiate  the  same  type. 
11. (a)  (Although  my  answers  to  4  and  6  are  not  negative,)  I 
suggest  the  following  use  of  the  terms  involved  here: 
The  two  principal  subdisciplines  of general  comparative 
linguistics are  linguistic  typology  and  universals re-
search.  A general  (comparative)  grammal'  is not  a  lin-
guistic activity,  but  a  product  of general  comparative 
linguistics,  namely  a  systematic representation of all 
the  grammatical  features  to  be  found  in the  languages 
of  the  world  (roughly  as  envisaged  in Gabelentz  1901: 
479-482).  A thing  that  could  rightly be  called  'univer-
cal  gramn:ar'  does  not  exist  (cf.  Lehmann,  eh.  1981:74). 
(b)  The  possibility of  typologizing  on  just any  feature  is 
theoretically  excluded  by  a  positive answer  to  4  or  6. 
Apart  from  thjs,  there  remains  the methodological  prob-
lem  and  the  practical impossibility  of  knowing  in ad-
vance  which  features will  reward  typological  research. 
It is to  be  feared  that  the  relevance  of  a  feature  to 
a  particular language  system is not  only  determined  by 
its belonging  to  a  certain functional  domain  or univer-
sal  dimension,  as  has  been  assumed  exclusively by.pre-
sent-day  typologists,  but  also  by  the  make-up  of that 
particular system.  What  is central  to  one  language  (e.g. 
assorting nouns  into  classes,  or referring  to  speech 
participants),  need  not  be  central  to  another  one  (cf. 
R.  Austerlitz  on  8b).  There  is,  thus,  no  justification 
for  the  preferential status of certain grammatical  pro-
perties  in present-day  typology.  On  the  contrary,  the 
practice of  basing  typology  on  a  few  selected features 
inevitably  leads  to  reductionism. 
12. (a)  It is impossible  to  give  a  satisfactory  answer  to  this 
question in the  absence  of  empirical analyses.  The  fol-
lowing  speculations might  be  relevant:  On  the  one  hand, 37 
sinee  the  subjeet-matter  of  pnonology  is mueh  more  lim-
ited  and  eoherent  than  those  of either morphosyntax  and 
semanties,  phonologieal  systems  are more  tightly inte-
grated  than either morphosyntaetie  or  semantie  systems 
and  eonsequently  typology  should  be  mueh  easier here 
than elsewhere.  On  the  otner hand,  here,  if anywhere, 
the  subjeet-matter is non-diserete,  eontinuous,  t- an 
extent  that  one  may  wonder  whether  there  are  any  peaks 
in  the  eontinuum  that leads,  say,  from  the  Kabardian  to 
the  Kuy  pole  (assuming  voealie  differentiation to  be  a 
relevant  parameter);  i.e.  one  does  not  see  types  emer-
ging  from  the  e6ntinuum. 
(b)  The  eriteria would  eertainly have  to  be  struetural,  i.e 
not  substanee-based.  Only  if we  use  such  struetural  e 
teria as  the  eanonieal  syllable-type  or  the distribution 
of  boundary  signals  ean  we  hope  to  eonneet  phonologie 
~e) 
with morphosyntaetie  typology. 
Phonology has  often stimulated  other linguistie fields 
with fruitful  analogies.  Typology  has  so  far not  pro~ 
fited  from  the  otherwise  leading role  of  phonology. 
nology  is a  field  where  the  eomparison  of  whole  systems 
is humanly  possible.  Therefore,  even if the  qualms  of  1  a 
should  turn out  to  be  justified in  the  end,  it would  be 
methodologieally  promising  to  try phonologieal  typology~ 
13.  Similarly as  in phonologieal  typology,  the  interesting  ques-
tion here is eertainly not  whether  or where  a  language  use~ 
a  eertain feature.  What  is typologieally relevant is how  a 
language  struetures its semanties.  The  systematieization of 
a  whole  lexieon has  so  far  proved  elusive,  probably for  0 
jeetive reasons.  However,  the  semantosyntax is definitely 
struetured;  and  there is  a  eontinuous  transition from  the 
lexieon to  semantosyntax  by  grammatiealization  (cf.  C  ..  Ha·-
g~ge  on  this point).  The  semanties  of  a  language  is most 
f 
elearly  struetured  in semantosyntax,  struetures  beeoming 
more  and  more  blurred  the  further  one  penetrates  into  the 
lexieon.  It would  therefore  appear  to  be  methodologieally 
sound  to  seek  semantie  struetures in a  language  by  startin" ( 
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from  semantosyntax.  One  may  find,  e.g.,  that  the  structure 
of  the  subsystem  of verbs  of  possession in the  lexicon of 
a  language  is typologically  relevant  since  such verbs  be-
lonr  to  the  dimension  of  possession  (Seiler  1981)  and  are 
systematically related  to  more  grammaticalized  means  of  ex-
pressing possession. 
G4.  Such  a  dichotomy  can,  in fact,  be  used  to  characterize  cer-
tain trends  of linguistic  typology.  Traditional morpholo-
gical  typology,  for  instance,  is  exclusively form-oriented, 
whereas  Klimov's  own  typology is,  indeed,  content-oriented, 
and  likewise  is Capell's  (1965)  typology  of  concept-domina-
tion.  However,  both  approaches  are  equally  wrong.  The  pro-
prium  of  language  is neither content  nor  expression  (form), 
but  the association of  the  two.  It is in  the  association of 
content  and  expression that  languages  differ most,  and  here 
should  be,  accordingly,  the  center of  linguistic  typology. 
To  rive  an  example:  neither the  presence  of verbal  suffixes 
in  a  lanruage  nor  the  presence  of  a  tense  category  are  per 
se  typologically relevant;  it is rather the  expression of 
tense  by  verbal  suffixes  that  count s:.J  4.M,rtr:vuwn 
15. (a)  Since  differences  between  langudges  and  between  types 
are  gradual,  the  only  way  to deal  adequately  with  the 
objective  situation is quantitative typology.  Non-quan-
titative  typology is only  an  approximation. 
(b)  At  a  preliminary  stage  of  typological  analysis  (which 
will  probably  never  be  superseded  by  an  advanced  one), 
quantification is necessary  to  render  claims  about  (less 
than  100%)  typological  correlations precise  and  falsi-
fiable.  Once  we  have  reached  a  degree  of  precision in 
the  analysis  which  allows  us  to  speak  of  laws  instead 
of  tendencies, quantification will  no  longer  be  needed 
for  this  purpose.  However,  it will  always  be  needed  to 
describe  linguistic  phenomena  exactly,  to  make  explicit 
the  scales  on  which  they  are  ordered,  and  to  make  them 
cross-linguistically comparable. 
f16.  (a)  Diachronie  typology is,  of  course,  a  subdiscipline of 
general  diachronie linguistics.  ~ost of what  has  posed ~  W """,.ux  -i)  'r  ']'Y"'L.y:.. l 
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as  diachronic  typology  in recent  times  is,  in fact,  gen-
eral diachronic  linguistics outside  typology,  since it 
does  not  presuppose  the  concept  of  a  type,  but  deals 
merely with  diachronic  laws.  The  concept  of  a  linguistic 
type  is fruitful if it can  be  shown  that  languages  tend 
to  submit  to  a  limited  number  of  types,  i.e.  that  the 
free 1space  between types  is rarely or  never used.  Should 
f'-./V\/\.  . 
this  be  so,  it would  imply  that for  a  language  to  fully 
instantiate  a  certain type  means  to  be  in a  diachronical-
ly  relatively stable situation.  Languages  then would  tend 
to  change  from  one  type  to  the  next,  hurrying  through 
empty  space (2 If this is not  so,  we  have  diachronic  laws, 
~' 
but  no  diachronic  tYPOlogy~ 
(b)  Its use  is much  more  limited  than is often asslimed.  On 
the  basis  of  tendencies,  one  can  infer virtually nothinc, 
still less for  reconstructed  languages.  Inferences  are 
possible  on  the  basis  of  hard-and-fast  implications.  But 
due  to  peculiarities "of  modus  ponens  and  of linguistic 
implicative  laws  having  to  do  with markedness,  they  allow 
us  to  learn only  about  what  the  reconstructed  language 
cannot  have  had  (see  Lehmann,  eh.  1980:155f).  Within 
these  limits,  typology  may  be  useful  in reconstruction. 
17.  There  is certainly no  such  thing  as  an  etalon language.  As 
Uspensky  himself  says,  this metalanguage  resembles,  in its 
structure,  one  of  the  language  types;  and  any  metalanguage 
necessarily would.  Thereby,  one  language'type gains  a  spe-
cial status  as  against  the  others,  which  is methodologic"al-
ly  inadequate.  The  same  objection applies  when linguistic 
structures are  compared  as  to  the  degree  to  which  they  come 
near  to  a  certain logical structure  (E.  Keenan). 
The  tertium  comparationis for  types,  just as  for lan-
guages  in cross-linguistic  comparison,  are  universal lan-
~uage functions.  Each  of  them  is fulfilled  by  an  array  of 
structures.ordered  on  a  scale,  and  each  type,  just as  each 
""'~  ~ ,j..,.,,,,,'"'-l  \.  'h  W""OWI  ~'"  ~....n\  ~ ~wl<  \1 
language,  mak~s its selection from  these  scales.  Thus  the 
scales  provide  at  once  the  genus  proximum  and  the  differen-
tia specifica in the  determination of  differences  among 
linguistic  types  (cf.  Seiler  1979: 364f).  n 40 
18.  The  liIILi ts  of linguistic diversi  ty  in each  of  the  function..,.. 
al domains/dimensions  are  embodied  in the  uni  versals.  Uni-
versals  may  be  explained,  in their turn,  by  general  laws 
of  language  (forming  part  of  language  theory),~n conjunc-
tion with  laws  from  other  sciences  such  as  physics,  psy-
chology,  sociology  etc:JThe  principler:;  explaining  typolo-
gical clustering have  to  do  with general  requirements  of  eco-
nomy,  efficiency,  coherence  and  the  like  posed  to  semiotic 
systems.  In  part~cular,  the  principle  of  complementarity 
is valid  for  structures of  a  language  which fulfill  simi-
lar functions,  and  the  principle  of  parallelism for  struc-
tures fulfilling  concomitant  functions. 
19.  All  of the  typologies  mentioned  are  partial;  they  typolo-
gize  only  certain aspects  or  subsystems  of  the  language 
system.  As  partial typologies,  all of  them  are  useful,  al-
though  some  are  particularly restricted.  Basic  order  typo-
logy,  for  instance,  does  not  tYPologize  the  syntax  of  the 
major  constituents,  but  only  their relative ordering.  It 
must  be  combined  with  the  typology  of  fundamental  rela-
tions  (see  Bossong  1980  for  an  attempt  to  do  this)  and  that 
of  the  concentric vs.  excentric  construction  in order  to 
approximate  completeness  in its domain. 
~ ~<-1 
Any  claims  of  these  typologies  to  holism,  tbasicness' 
(and  such  claims  have  been raised  for  most  of  them) ,  are 
noxious,  because  they  lead  to  reductionism.  In each  of  them, 
most  features  of  a  language  system  remain  unaccounted  for. 
What  we  need  is not  many  alternative  typologies  but  one 
comprehensive  typology. 
21.  Lehmann,  Oh.  1979(R),  1979(T),  1980,  1982(N),  1982(R). 
22.  Klimov  1977,  Lehmann,  W.  (ed.)  1978,  Ooseriu  1980,  Oomrie 
1981,  IvIallinson/Blake  1981. 
23.  Articles  in press  are:  "Ergative  (and  active)  traits in 
Latin" ,  in Glossologia;  "Universal  and  typological aspects 
of  agreement",  in Hansjakob  Seiler & Franz  Josef  Stachowiak 
(eds.),  Apprehension 11.  Tübingen  :  Narr;  Thoughts  on  gram-
m,aticalization.  11.  programmatic  sketch.  Vol.I.  Köln:  Insti-
tut für  Sprachwissenschaft  der Universität  (akup,  43).  I  am 41 
currently revising Lehmann  1979(R)  for  publication and 
preparing  reports  on  "The  present  state of linguistic 
typologytl  and  "The  role  of grammaticalization in language 
typology". 
24.  Next  will  be  vol.II  of  Thoughts  on  grammaticalization. 
·;d..t. ... h  .. ·Ttt 
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(Austin) 
23.  ~y  recent  publications  may  have  been more  general  than 
those  you  would  like  to list for  your  purpose.  Lehmann, 
\'1infred  P.  1981,  Linguistische  Theorien der Iioderne.  Bern/ 
Frankfurt:  P.  Lang,has  a  chapter  on  typology.  I  have  also 
concrrned  myself  recently with  the  conditional  in  Indo  -
European,  also  specific dialects. 
24.  I  still have  in mind  doing  something  on  deixis.  Though  my 
chief  energy  for  some  time  now  will  be  devoted  to  Gothic 
etymology.  Brill has  commissioned  me  to  do  the  4th  edition 
of Feist. EDITH  A.  MORAVCSIK 
(Vvisconsin-Milwauk~  c) 
Some  answers  to  the  questions  regardinf  language 
typology raised  by  Christian Lehmann 
43 
1.  As  is  the  case  wi th  any  label,  one  could  define  the  'lse  of 
t:vJ.e  term  "language  universal"  in any  way  one  would  like  to. 
It would  seem  to  be  wise,  however,  to  determine  the  meaning 
of  this  term  in  such  a  way  that  a)  it refers  to  a  signifi-
cant  class  of  entities;  b)  the  definition stays  reasonably 
close  to  the liteial meaning  of  the  term as  weIl  as  to its 
traditional use. 
The  following  appears  to  be  adefinition that fulfils 
these  desiderata:  HA  language  universal is  a  characteristic 
that  is present  in all members  of  some  non-arbitrarily de-
limited  class of  human  languages."  The  class  of  human  lan-
guages  may  be  the  class of all human  languages  or it may  be 
a  properly  included  subclass thereof.  What  is meant  by  the 
proviso  that  the  class  should  be  non-arbitrarily delimited 
is  simply that it should  not  be  defined  by  reference  to  pro~ 
per  names  (such  as  "in English  and  in Swahilill  or  "in Indo-
european languages").  Examples  of  language  universals  are 
an a-like vowel  which  is present  in all human  languages;  or 
prepositions  which  are  present  in all languages  that  show 
basic  VSO  order. 
Since  we  never  have  access  ,to  &11  members  of  a  non-ar-
bitrarily defined  class of  human  languages,  it follows  that 
language  universals  are  always  hypothesized  to  be  such. 
Alternatively,  the  term  Itlanguage  universal"  has  been 
- and  can legitimately  be  - used  to  refer  to  a  statement 
asserting universality for  a  particular language  character-
istic,  rather  than  to  the  characteristic itself. 
2.  Lanfuages  are  both  similar  to  and  different  from  each  other. 
r'~he  goal  of  language  typology is  to  discover  in just what 
ways  languages  are  similar and  in what  ways  they  are  differ-
ent.  Lore  specifically,  the  purpose  is to  formulate  predic-44 
tive/explanatory principles  about  language  similarities 
and  differences.  Typical  contributions  to  the  achieve-
ment  of  this  goal  are  so-called  unrestricted  universal 
statements  which  hypothesize  that  some  characteristic is 
present  in all human  languages;  and  so-called  restricted, 
or  implicational,  statements which  hypothesize  that  some 
characteristic is present  in all  human  languages  that  be-
long  into  a  (non-arbitrarily defined)  subclass  of  the  en-
tire set  of  human  languages.  It follows  from  general  meta-
scientific criteria that  the  more  richly  predictive  an  im-
plication statement is,  the  better it iso  In  other words, 
in language  typology  we  strive  to  hit upon  language  char-
acteristics  the  presence  of  which  is predictive  of  more 
than  one  additional feature  - the  more  the  better.  In ad-
dition to  establishing unrestricted  and  restricted univer-
sals,  l&nguage  typology  should  also  aim  at  explaining 
these  universals. 
3.  I  can  see  none. 
4.  Possibility - yes;  likelihood  - no. 
6.  If the  question means:  can  we  - or is there  a  possibility 
that we  will  ever  be  able  to  - predict  every morphosyntac-
tic cnaracteristic of  every  language  on  the  basis  of  the 
presence  of  some  other characteristic(s),  the  answer  is 
that  we  cannot  and  that it is unlikely  that  we  ever will 
be  able  to  do  so. 
(I will  now  go  ahead  and  answer  7-10  even  though  these 
questions  are  asked  only  of  peöple  who  answered  "yes"  to  6. 
I  do  not  understand  why  the  answerability  of  7-10  is made 
dependent  on  an  affirmative  answer  to  6.  7-10  ask  about 
the  concept  of  language  type  - a  notion that  one  may  sub-
scribe  to  even  though  one  may  not  believe  in  the  probabi-
lity of  there  being  a  finite  set of  comprehensive  morpho-
syntactic  types  as  mentioned  in  6). 
7.  I  know  of  no  well-documented  principles  that  have  been pro-
posed  to  date  concerning  the  relation of  these areas. 
8.  Strictly speaking,  a  language  type  may  be  defined  by  a 45 
single  characteristic;  such  as  in saying:  "Some  languages 
have  infixes".  A  language  type  of  a  more  fruitful  kind  is, 
however,  defined  by  the  lawful  cooccurence  of at least  two 
characteristics.  The  single  one  indispensable  ingredient 
of  a  type  in this  second  sense  is  a  characteristic  (or  a 
conjunction  of  characteristics)  whose  presence  in human 
languages  universally implies  the  presence  of  some  oLher 
characteristic(s).  The  special  status  of  these predictive 
characteristics is  justified precisely  through their pre-
dictive  power. 
9.  Taking  "type"  in tbe  second  sense  mentioned  above  in 8, 
there  is  always  a  cluster of  characteristics  involved  ~  one 
that  includes  at least  two  characteristics.  For  each  char-
acteristic in the  cluster,  there must  be  a  universal prin-
ciple  wh~ch prcdicts its occurrence  in a  language  on the  ba-
sis  of  SOffie  other characteristic(s)  also  in the  cluster. 
These  implicational  relations  between characteristics may 
be  unidirectional  or mutual. 
10. (a)  They  overlap  in  some  cases. 
(b)  Every  language  seems  to  belong  to  several  types. 
(d)  Nothing  that  I  can  see. 
11. Ca)  I  cannot  see  anything  that  universal  grammarians  might 
want  to  do  and  that is distinct  from  what  language  typo-
logists  (taken in the  sense  of  2  above)  have  to  do. 
(b)  The  preferential  status  of  a  feature  in typology  can  be 
justified if it is either predictable  from  other features 
or  is predictive  of  others.  Typologizing  on  just  one  fea-
ture  - i.e., noting  that  a  characteristic is present  in 
some  languages  but  not  in others  - is a  step in the  wo 
ing  process  of establishing useful,  multi-feature  typ-
ologies.  If the  initially observed  feature  is either 
predicted  or predictive,  it will figure  in a  useful 
type;  if it is neither,  it should  be  discarded~ 
12.  If the  question means:  can  we  - or  is there  a  possibility 
that  we  will  ever  be  able  to  - predict  every  phonetic/pho-
nological  characteristic  of  every  language  on  the  basis  of 46 
the  presence  of  som8  other  characteristic(s),  the  answer 
is that  we  cannot  and  that it is unlikely  that  we  will 
ever  be  able  to  do  so.  - As  to  distinctness of  phonologi-
cal  typology  and  general  (comparative)  phonology:  I  do  not 
see  what  this difference  would  consist  in. 
13.  Yes  - it deals  with similarities  and  differenees  among 
languages  in relation to  the  meanings  of  morphemes,  words, 
and  larger  syntaetic units. 
14.  Based  solely  on  Kli~ov's unpublished  paper  "Some  prospects 
for  content-oriented  typological  studies",  I  do  not  under-
stand  the  nature  of  this distinction. 
15.  I  do  not  know  enough  ab~ut these  to  be  able  to  say  any-
thing. 
16.  Diachronie  typology  is  I  think an  indispensable  part  of 
general  diachronie  linguistics.  Language  typology  makes 
erucial eontributions  to  the  concerns  of  diachronie  lin-
6uistics  in  two  ways.  On  the  one  hand,  typological  state-
ments  that  pertain to  single  language  states tell us  what 
are  possible  prior or future  directions  from  which  a  given 
lanruage  stage  cannot  have  developed  and  into  which  a  gi-
yen  lanruage  stage  cannot  develop,  regardless  of  the  spe-
cifie eharacteristics  of  the  given  language  stage.  Seeond, 
to  the  extent  that language  typology  also  typologizes  over 
time-wise  related  sets  of  language  stages,  rather  than  just 
over  single  stages  - i.e.,  provided  that it also  typologi-
zes  over  diachronie  processes  - such  typologieal  statements 
further  delimit  the  set  of  possible  prior  and  subse~uent 
stages  for  any  given language  stage  by  making  reference  to 
some  specific eharacteristics of  that  stage. 
To  exemplify  the  former  kind  of  contribution language 
typology  ~akes to  diachronie  linguistics;  given that lan-
guage  typology  teIls us  that  an  ~-like sound  is present  in 
all human  languages,  it follows  that English  could  neither 
have  developed  from  a  language  without  such  a  vowel  nor  can 
it develop  into  One.  Ta  exemplify  the  second  kind:  if lan-
guage  typalogy  teIls us  that  an  Ü  ean  became  an i  in the 47 
course  of  time  but  an  ~ cannot  become  an g,  it follows 
that English,  which  has  an  i  but  no  g,  could  have  developed 
from  a  language  that  had  an  ü  but  cannot  develop  into  one 
which  has ü-s  replacing all English  i-so 
17.  I  am  not  familiar with  the  Uspensky  notion  and  in general 
I  am  unclear  about  the  question  as  a  whole. 
18.  Explanations  of  language  universals  may  come  from  human 
psychology  and  physiology  as  they relate to  communication 
through  language.  Such  non-linguistic  principles are  super-
ordinate  to  language  universals  in that  the latter are  de-
rivable  from  thema 
19.  The  merits  of  a  given  typology  consist  in demonstrated  uni-
versal implicational principles  proposed  in the  typology 
that relate language  characteristics with  each  other.  Where-
as  I  am  not  aware  of  such  principles  in  the  areas  of mor-
phology  and  sUbject/topic-prominence,  some  such  principles 
appear  to  exist  in the  areas  of  constituent order  and  gram-
~atical relations.  To  this  extent,  these  two  lat~er areas 
seem  to  be  fruitful  areas for  typologizing. 
20.  Apart  from  occasional  obscurities,  I  found  the  questions 
individually  interesting  and  jointly constituting  a  good 
coverage  of  the  most  significant  relevant  issues. 
21.  ~oravcsik 1978,  1979,  1980. 
22.  Sanders  1977,  0chachter  1976,  Comrie  1978,  Hopper/Thompson 
1980. 
23.  I  have  just finished  a  paper  on  Hungarian direct objects 
which  presents  a  typological  assessment  of  these  construc-
tions  in Hungarian.  At  present,  I  am  planning  a  typological 
discussion of  the  ilungarian  pronominal  system,  a  typologi-
cal  discussion  of verb-object  agreement  in Hungarian,  and  a 
paper  on  iconicity  from  a  typological  point  of  view.  Next 
will  be  a  comprehensive  college-level  textbook  on  language 
typology  and  universals. 
24.  The  answer  was  included  in 23. 48 
PAOLO  lüllilAT 
(Pavia) 
Answers  to  Christian Lehmann's  Questionnaire 
1.  There  are  three  types  of  universals: 
a)  ~efinitional properties which  belon~ to  human  lanruage 
as  human  language  (e.g.  language  is a  system  of  articu-
lated  sounds;  a  kind  of analytic apriori  judgment); 
b)  psycholinguistically conditioned  shapes  of  human  lan-
[uage,  i.e.  constraints  of  (bio-)psychological nature, 
as  e.g.  the  accessibility hierarchy or  the  serializa-
tion strategies; 
c)  the  operational  decisions  of  the  linguist  (methodolo-
gical  universals). 
2.  To  uncover  the  underlying  Ground-Plans  governing  the  (im-
plicutional)  combinations  of  the  combination possibilities 
of lin[uistic  elements.  This  means  in other words  to  ex-
plain the  non-accidental  oraanization of  the  'innere  Sprach-
form'  of  different  language  types. 
3.  Principally  they  are  two  basically different perspectives: 
lin[uistic  typology  looks  for  differences  (i.e.  for fea-
tures  and  traits which  are  type  specific),  whereas  uni-
versals  research looks  for  properties which  must  be  common 
to  all languages  (NB:  language  universals I  generaliza-
tions!).  Fractically both  trends  are  and  must  be  comple-
mentary  to  euch  other. 
4.  I  do  not  know.  On  empirical  grounds  I  would  be  inclined 
to  answer  negatively,  though  from  a  theoretical  point  of 
view  the  answer  ought  to  be  affirmative,  since  language 
is  a  syst~me od  tout  se  tient ••.. 
5.  4  being  "no  I,  on  empirical  ground s,  the  answer  is  "no  11  • 
Wh at  we  have  observed  up  to  now  in typological  research 
ure  clusterings  of  features  (Greenberg)  and  preferred 
connections  (Skalicka),  but  never  all-encompassing  prin-
ciples. 
6.  In principle:  yes,  although  typologically  relevant  traits 49 
can  combine  in very  different  ways.  It is not  so  important 
to  establish how  many  ffiorphosyntactic  types  can exist  theo-
retically;  it is,  on  the  contrary,  hif,hly  relevant  to  cap-
ture  the  really existing types. 
7.  See  12,  13. 
8.  (a)  I  think  that  clusters  of  features  are hierarchically 
disposed  and  that  there  is a  core  of  such  clusters with 
more  or  less far-reaching  effects.  Thus,  for  instance, 
the  verb  (or  rather the verbal  function)  seems  to  be 
central in basic  sentences  (see  the  research  on lateral-
ization),  and  hence  basic  word  order  of  simple  affirma-
tive  sentences  dominates  aseries of  concomitant  pheno-
mena:  in language  there  is the  tendency  to  apply  consis-
tent  strategies  (of  word  order,  determination,  fundamen-
tal relations,  etc.),  although  many  factors  (as,  e.g., 
historical accidents)  may  alter the  consistency  of  such 
strategies. 
(c)  Languages  show  functions  related  to  the  communication 
problems  they  have  to  solve  (Seiler).  Functions  are  the 
unifying factor cross-linguistically  and  cross-typologi-
cally,  but  they  are  not  the  unifying factor  of  a  given 
type. 
9.  See  8.  Implications  in  typology are  not  logical  implica-
tions  of  a  nomologic-deductive  paradigm.  They  are rather 
of  probabilistic nature  in the  sense  of  Greenbergs's uni-
versals.  And  also  the hierarchical layering of properties 
(see 8),  which  relies  upon  (bio-)psychological constraints 9 
may  be  'altered'  by  some  sociologically or historically 
determined  accident. 
10.(a)  A  type  is,  according  to  my  definition  (Ramat  1978a:142) 
the  underlying  constitutive principle ordering  the  co-
occurence  of  features  which  are  hierarchicallydisposed9 
Therefore it may  be  that features  of  Type  A  overlap fea-
tures  of  Type  B  (say,  ergative traits in the  active 
type),  but  types  as  'Konstrukte'  (Skalicka)  will not 
overlap.  Languages,  on  the  contrary,  do  really  show 
overlappings  of different  'pure  types'. 50 
Therefore 
(b)  a  quantitative  typology is by  no  means  unnecessary  as 
a  tool  for  language  classification. 
11. (a)  The  procedure  of linguistic  typology  is basically  in-
ductive,  starting from  the  empirical  observation of  as 
ffiany  facts  as  possible  (although,  of  course,  having  in 
mind  a  general  hypothesis  of  how  languages  can  be 
shaped);  universal  grammar  (I  do  not  understand  what  is 
meant  by  'general  comparative  grammar')  is rather  based 
on  a  deductive  procedure  (although  in its turn it has 
to  have  reference  to  the  empirical facts  of language(s)). 
(b)  A  ~ain point  is that  typology  cannot  be  equated  with 
taxonomy  of  languages.  There  is  a  great difference  be-
tween  a  type  of  language  and  a  class of  languages  (cf. 
Ramat  1978a:142;  1980:329f.;  Coseriu  1980:158f.).  A 
class is  a  set  of  entities  grouped  according  to  a  mono-
or polythetic  criterion.  A  type  is  a  constituting prin-
ciple  (see  10a)  where  the  features  are not  all  on  the 
same  level.  In  the  clusters  of  features  there  are  traits 
which  show  far-reaching  effects,  more  than  others:  and 
these are  typologically more  relevant  (see  8a). 
12. (a)  Since  the  constraints  on  the  phonic  apparatus  of  the 
human  being  are  stronger  than  those  at  the  level  of  the 
morphosyntactically possible  combinations  and  of  the 
lexical realizations  (first articulation level  of kar-
tinet),  one  would  be  inclined  to  ~ive  a  positive an-
swer,  although  we  are  by  now  very far  from  any  data  -
based  possible  conclusion;  and 
(b)  I  fuu  not  aware  of  any  reasonable  convincing  criterion 
for  fintiing  out  consistent  phonological  types. 
(c)  The  basis for  phonological  typology  should  be  given  by 
the  context-free natural  phonel@gy  with  the  correlated 
concept(s)  of naturalness/unmarkedness  (and  natural 
phonological  change):  cf.  Wurzel  1980:107.  Anyway,  I 
do  not  believe  that morphosyntactic,  typologically  re-
levant  changes  originate  (only)  at  the  phonological 
level. 51 
13.  Syntactic  and  morphological  typologies  are  compulsorily 
based  on  semanties,  since  syntax  and  morphology  are  for-
:rrJ.al  meCins  to  express  semantic  contents.  This  is true,  e.g., 
of  the  relations  'Actants/Predicate'  which  can be  repre-
sented  with  recourse  to  predicate logic  (cf.  also  Dik's 
Functional  Grammar).  But  I  do  not  (at least presently) 
see  how  a  semantic,  i.ee  principally  language-indep~ndent 
typology  could  be  built  up.  ~hat linguistic  typology  is 
interested  in is,  after all,  how  semantic  contents  are 
linguistically  expressed,  which  means:  how  meanings  are 
morphosyntactically vehiculated  (where  by  morphosyntax  we 
must  comprise  word-formation,  too).  Of  course,  there  re-
mains  an  unsolved  Question:  is it possible  to  find  out 
typological criteria for  the  unmotivated  ('etikettierende') 
lexemes,  for  'signes arbitraires'? 
14.  I  do  not  think  so;  see  13. 
15.  Yes;  see  10b. 
16. (a)  The  typological  approach  may  reveal  deeply  underlying 
ties  between facts  that apparently  do  not  have  any-
thing  in  common  (think of  the  new  synthetic future 
forms  of  the  Romance  languages,  the  rise  of  adverbials 
like douce-ment,  dolce-mente,  the  new  demonstratives 
from  eccu ille,  ecce  iste etc.:  they  all  go  back  to  the 
tendency  to  develop  a  syntagmatic  stress  in place  of  the 
classical word  stress;  a  tendency which  was  active al-
ready  in Pre-classical Latin:  cf.  mage-volo> malo). 
(b)  On  the  other  hand,  the  typological  approach  being  of 
inductive nature,  it can never  predict  (in  the  stron-
gest  sense  of  the  word:  logically  deduce)  that linguis-
tic development  will  take  this  and  not  that  way;  why 
for  instance  we  do  not  have  cantatum habeo  >9cantatd 
as  we  do  have  cantare  habeo)  canterd.  Typology  can 
provide very  important  cues  for  probable  ('natural', 
unmarked)  changes  but it cannot  give  us  any  certainty 
that  those  probable  changes  will really  happen.  It is 
more  apt  to  furnish aposteriori explanations  than 
&  priori previsions.  (And,  as  far  as  I  know,  there is 52 
no  atisfactory  theory  of  language  change!).  Cf.  also 
Egerod  1980:133f. 
17.  Typology  is  based  on  comparison  as  weIl  as  historical  and 
genealogical  linguistics are,  to  which it is also  histo-
rically linked.  The  tertium comparationis  for historical 
cocparison of,  say,  French  and  Spanish is Latin;  in most 
cases,however,  such  a  tertium comparationis  is not  known: 
PIE,  ProtoGmc,  ProtolndoIran.  are  unknown  entities recov-
ered  not  as  real  languages  but  as  language  ~odels from  the 
comparison of  the  extant  lanpuages  of  the  family.  A lin-
guistic Kodel  is the  sum  of  the  informations  gathered  from 
the  cognate  languages:  it is,  so  to  say,  their formal  re-
presentation.  The  same  holds  true  of  a  linguistic type: 
it is  a  linguistic model,  which  as  such  enables  us  to 
typologically  compare  language  A  with  language  B. 
In this  sense  we  can  admit  the  usefulnesG  of Uspenskij's 
jazyk  ~talon,  although it 8eems  difficult  to  agree  with 
hirn  i11  aSBuming  that  the  structure  of  an  amorphous  lan-
guage  appears  as  the  structure  of  a  metalanguage  with  re-
spect  to  a  corresponding  language  of  any  type,  incorpora-
ting,  agglutinative  or  inflectional,  since  an  amorphous 
language  can,  in  turn,  be  described  in  terms  of  an  incor-
porating  or  agglutinative  or  inflectional language:  the 
type  as  model  is not valid  cross-typologically,  but  only 
for  the  languages  of that  type.  A  cross-typologically valid 
model  will rather  be  of  a  formal,  logical,  and  mathematical 
form,  in which  all linguistic relations  of  any  type  what-
soever  c&n  be  represented  (see Ramat  1970  on  Uspenskij). 
18.  Universally valid  psychological  constraints  (see  1)  limit 
linguistic diversity.  Analogical  processes will,  e.g.) tend 
towards  unmarked  forms  (see  12c),  not  only at  the  phono-
logical level  (for  examples  see  Mayerthaler  1979;  and  cf. 
Dressler  1980:83ff.).  Thus  the  tendency  to  place  the  topic 
in first position,  or,  at  any  rate,  before its  comment 
will lead  us  to  conclude  that with  more  than  chance  proba-
bility  S  will  precede  0  in an  unmarked  ('natural')  word 
order  type.  Actually,  very  few  languages  are  known  that 53 
have  a  basic  OS  order.  This  is not  a  language  universal  as 
illustrated in 1.a),  but  a  universally valid  psychological 
constraint,  as  demonstrated  also  by  studies  on first lan-
guage  aquisition  and  on  aphasic  disturbances.  Historical 
accidents  of  a  sociological nature  (see  also  8a and  9)  may 
account  for  the  constraints not  being  respected  in  a  par-
ticular  language. 
19.  None  of  the  listed  typological  approaches  can  be  consider-
ed  to  be  better than  the  other  ones.  They  are all partial 
typologies  referring  also  to  different language  levels. 
E.g.:  role-and-reference  typology  de~ls with  pragmatic 
functions  such  as  Theme/Rheme,  Topic/Comment,  .I!\ocus,  where-
as  basic  order typology  deals  with  syntactic  functions  such 
as  Subject  and  Object.  There  are,  01'  course,  contact points 
between  them,  but  the  levels  of analysis  are  different. 
They  must  all be  regarded  as  parts of  a  (not  yet  existing) 
integrated  typology.  It seems,  however,  that  some  partial 
typologies,  as  fundamental-relations  typology  and  basic-or--
der  typology,  are  more  central  than  others  since  they  deal 
with  phenomena  that  show  more  far-reaching  effects  (more 
complex  clusters  of facts)  than  others  (see  11b). 
20.  Perhaps  more  attention  should  have  been paid  to  the  con-
cept  of  'markedness/naturalness'  to  which  I  have  referred 
in many  answers. 
21.  Ramat  1978b,  1979,  1980,  1981a,  1981b. 
22.  Lik  1980,  Thrane  et  ale (eds.)  1980,  Comrie  1981,  Mallinson/ 
Blake  1981,  Lingua  e  Stile 15/3,  1980 
23.  Several  problems  of historical developments  in different 
IE  language  families  typologically revisited  (e.g.  the 
rise  of  periphrastic verbal  paradigms  in Romance  and  Ger-
manic  languages;  the  development  of  impersonal  constructions 
of  the  mihi  ~idetur-type;  the  evolution  of  the  double  nega-
tion:  ~  .••  .E§&,  etc.). 
24.  I  feel  that  dynamic  typology,  i.e.  the  study  of historical 
changes  from  the  typological  point  of  view  (Greenberg  1974: 
64ff.),  deserves  much  more  attention than it has  received 54 
up  to  now.  tost typologists  are  concerned  witb  languages 
that  do  not  have  historical documents  of  their past,  so 
that  ty~ological studies  are  more  synchronically than dia-
chronically oriented.  I  tbink  I  will  go  on  studying  tbe 
typological  evolutions  of  weIl  attested linguistic tradi-
tions,  also  when  the  present  research  program  sponsored 
by  the  Italian Consiglio  Nazianale  delle Ricercbe  (see  23) 
will  be  over. 55 
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